
 

 
Starting date:  Q1 2022 
Location:  Yes!Delft, Molengraafsingel 12, Delft 
Type:   Full-time  
Contact: Send an email to team@DeWarmte.nl or call Sander on +31-646885138 
 

As one of the first full-time employees of DeWarmte you will be responsible for scaling up a 
company that aims to accelerate the transition towards sustainable heating. You will work on further 
developing the HeatCycle by improving its control system. You will improve your programming 
(Python among others), hardware (prototyping, assembly and manufacturing) and soft skills 
(leadership, communication and management)  in a fast-paced start-up environment with a social 
team. Prior experience with control systems is required. Heat pump control experience is preferred. 

 Motivated & independent. You are able to define the scope of work independently and to 
stay motivated when working alone. You are able to endure setbacks and go for the extra 
mile when working on a task which is your responsibility. 

 Socially strong. DeWarmte consists of a small team working closely together in our common 
goal to accelerate the transition towards sustainable heating. Thus, communication is key. 

 Technically educated. You have a MSc master’s degree and are “hands-on” experienced. 
 Flexible. You can handle a high variety of tasks and are able to handle a varying workload. 
 Responsible. You own your mistakes and learn from them. You are comfortable in bearing 

the responsibilities listed below. 
 Fluent in English, fluent in Dutch is a plus. 
 Passionate about the “warmtetransitie”. 

 

 Designing the best HeatCycle control system.  
 Continuously improve the control system based on lab & real-life data. 
 Implement control strategies and iterate improving cost effectiveness and performance. 
 

 Designed and tested various control strategies. 
 Set-up a version control system and development pipe-line with respect to control software. 
 Pushed multiple control version upgrades to commercial HeatCycle systems. 
 Significantly improved efficiency and lowered cost compared to the current control system. 

 

 Responsibility for the technical development of the HeatCycle. 
 A young team and an organizational structure where you will make real impact from day 1. 
 Responsibility for building the company, bringing it from a start-up to a scale up. 
 WO salary, lunch & drinks at the office and a fulltime contract. 
 High variety of tasks in a high-paced and fast-growing environment. 
 A steep learning curve on R&D, control software & hardware and leadership. 


